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1. INTRODUCTION 
A classical method to solve the linear transport equation approximately is to 
transform the transport problem into an approximate form where the solution 
can be obtained as a linear combination of known functions. To accomplish 
the transformation, one generally selects two sets of functions, called the “trial” 
functions and “weighting” functions, respectively. Such approximation proce- 
dures are referred to in the literature by several names, such as the methods of 
Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin, the method of weighted residuals, variational 
synthesis, or the finite element method. The unifying name of variational 
method is frequently used, since these procedures are also derivable from 
properly defined variational functionals. There is also a close relation to projec- 
tion methods [l] since the transformation into the approximate form is carried 
out essentially by orthogonal projections in a Hilbert space. 
Although a considerable amount of numerical work has been done on different 
variational or projective methods in transport theory (cf. the recent summary 
by Stacey [2]), the questions arising immediately, i.e., of the existence, unique- 
ness, and convergence of approximate solutions, have received relatively little 
attention. In this paper, we discuss these questions for methods of Galerkin 
type, i.e., for methods where the trial and weighting functions are the same. 
The results presented here are an extension of those obtained previously for 
the finite-dimensional case 131. In this paper the infinite-dimensional case, 
which typically occurs in variational synthesis, is not excluded. 
As noted previously [3], two basically different strategies can be followed in 
the variational approximation of the transport operator. One of these proceeds 
from the original form of the transport equation, while the other is based on 
the partially symmetrized equation. Both of these approximation principles 
are discussed in this paper. The different principles are referred to as the non- 
symmetric and symmetric approximations, respectively. 
The transport equation is assumed in a discretized multigroup form, although 
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part of the results could be easily generalized into a continuous energy- 
dependence. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM 
We consider the linear time-independent transport equation 
(L+ T-K)$=f 
and the corresponding eigenvalue problem 
(2.1) 
(L + T - K)# = AlG,b. (2.2) 
Here 4 corresponds to the particle flux and f represents the external source. 
In a G-group formalism, both 1c, and f are vectors of order G. Their components 
IL@, a) and fi(r, Q) d epend on the position vector r, which takes all values 
inside a convex region R, and on a unit vector SZ, which defines the direction 
of particle motion and takes all values on a unit sphere W. 
The elements of the matrix operators appearing in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are 
defined as follows: 
(2.3) 
and 
These correspond physically to streaming, total collision rate, scattering, 
and multiplication, respectively, with the exception that in Eq. (2.1) both 
scattering and multiplication are contained in K. Here the physical assumption 
is made that the scattering kernels K, depend on the scattering angle pO = Q . Q’ 
only. Equation (2.2) corresponds to the standard form of the critical problem 
in neutron transport theory [4]. 
The solution of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) is discussed in a Hilbert space H with 
the standard La-norm: 
II # II2 = (6 $1 = f (A > $i), 
i=l 
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with 
The domain D(L) of the operator L consists of those functions #(r, 52) for 
which a,b(r + s&2, Sz) is absolutely continuous in s for all r E R [5] and which 
satisfy the physical vacuum boundary condition at the surface r = aR: 
W, Q> = 0, rEr, SZ*n<O. (2.4) 
Here n is the normal of r. 
The operators T, K, and F are assumed to be bounded and defined everywhere 
on H. The existence of the inverse of the operator T is assured by assuming 
that for all I/ E H, 
where y > 0. This assumption is essential in the approximate solution of 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). It means physically that the group total collision cross 
sections are bounded from zero everywhere in R by the constant y; that is, 
the system does not contain voids. 
We are assured of the existence of exact solutions by assuming that 
the operator L + T - K in both Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) has a bounded 
inverse defined everywhere on H. The same is certainly true for the operator 
L + T, due to assumption (2.5) [6]. We may further assume that both (L + T)-IK 
and (L + T)-lF are compact operators [5, 7, 81. 
The principle of Gale&in-type approximations could be applied directly to 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). However, a more general class of approximations can be 
derived by first transforming these equations into more adequate forms. These 
transformations are accomplished by means of orthogonal projections P, 
and P- , defined as 
and 
P+W, a> = 4EW, 9 + W, -91 
P-v% Q> = tP(r, a) - #(r, -Q)l, 
respectively. Since obviously P+P- = 0, these operations define an orthogonal 
direct sum decomposition of the space H into H = U @ V, with U = P+H 
and V = P-H. 
Equation (2.1) can now be viewed in the space U x V. Writing u = P+# 
and v = Pm+, the equivalent form of Eq. (2.1) in U x V can be written in 
terms of two coupled equations: 
Lv + (T - K+)u = l’+f 
Lu +(T- K-)v = P-f, (2.6) 
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with the boundary condition corresponding to Eq. (2.3), stated as 
u(r, Q) + v(r, Q) = 0, rEr, 9.18 <O. (2.7) 
The kernels of the operators K+ and K- in Eq. (2.6) are specified by the 
formulas [9] 
(hij>*(r, PO) = P*hj(r, PO) = B[kj(r, PO) i kj(c -/-dig 
The second equivalent form can be obtained by eliminating v from Eq. (2.6). 
Under the assumptions that the inverse (T - K-)-l exists and P-f = 0, the 
resulting equation for u can be written as 
[-L(T - KJ-lL + T - K+]u = P+f, (‘W 
with the boundary condition 
u(r, G?) - (T - K-)-lLu(r, C2) = 0, rEr, Q*n<O. (2.9) 
Equations (2.8) and (2.9) define what is frequently referred to as the symmet- 
rized transport problem, though the operator on the left in Eq. (2.8) is sym- 
metric in the one-group case only [5]. W e note that the existence of the inverse 
(2’ - K-)-l is guaranteed in most physical situations [lo]. The transformation 
of the eigenvalue problem, Eq. (2.2), is carried out in a similar way. Since, by 
Eq. (2.3), F = F+ and F- = 0, the symmetrized eigenvalue problem becomes 
[ -L( T - K-)-l L + T - K+]u = flu, (2.10) 
with Eq. (2.9) as the boundary condition. 
In applying Galerkin-type methods to linear problems it is customary to 
facilitate the choice of trial functions by transforming the problem into the 
approximate form in such a way that the boundary conditions become natural. 
Approximate solutions are then sought in a larger space than the exact one. 
To define a proper space for approximate solutions in the present case we take 
the set of functions #(r, SZ) which satisfy the previously mentioned property 
of absolute continuity and for which the expression 
where 
II # II2 = b/J, 9% = (-w L$) + (4% $1 + <A $J>:), (2.11) 
is finite. If this set of functions is supplied with the norm given by Eq. (2.1 I), 
a complete (Hilbert) space is obtained (see [5] for details). This space is denoted 
by HL - 
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It is readily observed that P+ and P- are also orthogonal projections (that is, 
idempotent and self-adjoint) in the space HL . Hence, the spaces P+H, and 
P-H, are closed subspaces of HL and therefore Hilbert spaces. We use the 
symbols U, and V, , respectively, for these spaces. 
A note on the structure of HL should be made. Let S be a subspace of HL 
consisting of functions $ E HL that satisfy the conditions: 
and 
#(r, Q) *L+(r, Q) = 0, rer,SZ.n20. 
Then S is a dense subspace of HL . Moreover, for arbitrary + E S and 0 E HL , 
the relation 
holds [5]. From this and the inequality 
it follows (see [ll]) that HL can be considered as a subspace of H and that the 
zero elements of these spaces can be identified: 
$ E HL * (II # II = 0 *II 4 11~ = 0). (2.12) 
In the subsequent sections HL and U, stand for the spaces of approximate 
solutions of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) and their symmetrized forms, Eqs. (2.8) and 
(2.10), respectively. The norm j] IIL is used since it appears to be most naturally 
connected with the transport equation [3, 51. One could also manage with 
standard Sobolev spaces [12], but the convergence estimates would then be 
weaker and the results would not be independent of geometry. Instead, the 
Sobolev norms arise naturally in the PI and diffusion approximation of the 
transport operator. 
3. NONSYMMETRIC APPROXIMATIONS 
3.1. Formulation of the Approximation Procedure 
Most of the fundamental properties of the transport equation come from the 
operator / = L + T, frequently referred to as the streaming operator [6, 131. 
In this section we consider the approximate solution of the reduced equation 
J# =f. (3-l) 
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The generalization of the procedure for the original transport equation is 
straightforward and is given in Section 3.2. 
Recall that by assumption (2.5), Eq. (3.1) h as, f or each f E H, a unique solution 
# E D(L) [6]. Assume now that Eq. (3.1) holds, with u = P+# and z, = P-$. 
Proceeding from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) it is readily verified that 4 satisfies the 
equation 
W(Js4 4 + Ku, D - Kw, 5) + (1 - B)<:o, 7) - (1 - B)Cu, 7::) = Re(f, 01, 
(3.2) 
where 8 = [ + 7 is an arbitrary element of the space HL , with 5 E UL and 
7 E V, . Here p is so far an arbitrary real number (it could be complex), and 
we have introduced the notation 
( Q * n) &(r, Q) tj+(r, SL)T drdw. 
Equation (3.2) also holds for the imaginary parts, but these play no role in the 
further development and are therefore omitted. Note also that since both J 
and f are physically real, one normally operates with real functions only. 
Write Eq. (3.2) formally as 
-v?4 0) = Y(f, 4, (3.3) 
where the functionals are additive in both arguments-and bilinear if the field 
of H is restricted to real numbers. We will now change our viewpoint somewhat 
and consider Eq. (3.3) as an independent definition of an operator. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that for some (CI E HL and f E H, Eq. (3.3) is satisfied 
for all 0 E H, . Then # is in the domain of an operator 1, with 
3* =f* (3.4) 
f is clearly well defined and linear. Moreover, the derivation of Eq. (3.2) 
implies that D(J) C D(p) C H, and that Ja,h = I# if # E D(J). It is natural to 
ask whether J and p coincide, that is, whether D(y) = D(J). A sufficient condi- 
tion for this is given below. 
LEMMA 1. If 0 < /3 < 1, then j = J. 
Proof. Since j is in any case onto H, it suffices to show that it is one to one. 
Replace B by (CI in Eq. (3.3) to get the estimates 
409/60/1-13 
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Here the norm 11 IlvB is defined as [3] 
II (CI I s3 = Y II 9 II2 + KG2 + (1 - 8) c+2, (3.6) 
with # = u + er, u E U, , and v E V, , and with y referring to Eq. (2.5). 
In obtaining the lower bound in Eq. (3.5) we have utilized the fact that the 
Green’s formula 
is applicable on the space HL . Under the assumption that 0 < j3 < 1, one gets 
from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) the further estimate 
yllZ II * II < II * II,+3 G e2 Ilfll. (3.8) 
Equations (2.12) and (3.8) now imply that there can be no more than one 
element of H, that satisfies Eq. (3.4) This comletes the proof of the lemma. 
The restriction 0 < /3 < 1 is fundamental to further development and is 
assumed henceforth. 
The new definition of the operator /gives a clue for a Galerkin-type procedure 
by which / can be approximated. Let {HL,*} be a sequence of closed subspaces 
of H, , each having a direct sum decomposition H,., = U,., @ V,,, . The 
space HL.n is not generally closed as a subspace of H. Denote the closure by H, 
and let P, stand for the orthogonal projection (in the metrics of H) onto H, . 
Let J, be an approximation of the operator J in the space HL,n . Jn is defined 
as follows: 
DEFINITION. Suppose for some #n E HL,n and f E H the equation 
is satisfied for all en E HL,n . Then &, is in the domain of an operator Jn , with 
Jnh, = Psf. (3.10) 
Q& is called the approximate solution of Eq. (3.1) in HL,n . 
Observing that HL,n is dense in H, (in the metrics of H), it is easily verified 
that JR is well-defined. The linearity on Jn is also clear. It should be emphasized 
that by the above definition the approximate solution is necessarily an element 
of HLmn , that is, 
Note that Eq. (3.9) also results as a necessary condition for I,& to be a stationary 
point in HL,n of a variational functional [9]. In this sense our approach might 
be called a variational method. However, it is also closely related to projection 
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methods, as is seen by considering the special case where H,.n C D(L). In this 
case the approximate solution necessarily satisfies the boundary condition, 
Eq. (2.4). It is then readily verified that the condition given by Eq. (3.9) is, 
for all values of fi, equivalent to an operator equation 
p?&wn - f) = 0. 
Hence, Jr, can be defined by means of projection operators: 
(3.1 I) 
Jn = PnL PL.,, (3.12) 
where PLsn is an operator projecting onto HL,n orthogonally in the metrics of H, _ 
Note that Eq. (3.11) is certainly satisfied iff = L#n . Therefore, the following 
inclusions generally hold for the domain of J, : 
W) n Ho C WJn) C HL., . (3.13) 
The numerical implementation of the approximation procedure based on 
Eq. (3.9) largely depends on the structure of the spaces HL.,, . We take three 
examples of principally different procedures. 
EXANIPLE 1. Each HLsn is finite-dimensional. In this case one chooses a 
finite set of linearly independent “trial” functions for a basis of HL,,, . For & 
to be an approximate solution, it is sufficient that Eq. (3.9) be satisfied for each 
of the basis elements of HL,n . Jn then corresponds to a matrix, and its domain 
is necessarily the whole of HL,n . Note also that in the finite-dimensional case, 
H, = HL,~ . 
EXAMPLE 2: ANGULAR SYNTHESIS. The space HLsn consists of functions 
O,,(r, 9) whose components in each energy group have the form 
i = l,..., G. (3.14) 
I;=1 
Here the x~,~‘s are known L,(w)-functions, e.g., spherical harmonics. The fl,li’~ 
are arbitrary absoIutely continuous functions of the spatial variables. We assume 
that these functions are real-valued. Let I+!I~ be an approximate solution, with 
the decomposition corresponding to Eq. (3.14) given as 
vM*, Q) = fl 4f,R(r) xi,@) = 4Txip 
where where +i and xi are vectors of order N. It can be shown that Eq. (3.9) 
can be satisfied for each t?, E HLen only if +i satisfies the matrix equation 
Li . VA(r) + TM A(r) = f&9, i = I,..., G. (3.15) 
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Here Li is a vector-valued and Ti a scalar N x N matrix. The elements ol 
these matrices are defined as 
The vector fi is defined by the formulas 
(fib = 1 fib, Q) XU(Q) dw, K = I,..., N. 
w 
The approximate transport problem now has the explicit form defined by 
Eq. (3.15) and the natural boundary conditions 
and 
G+(r) 449 = 0, 
G-(r) A(r) = 0, rE r, 
(3.16) 
where the matrices Ci+ and Ci- are defined as 
(Ci+)RI = S S, [I Q - n I x&(Q) - P - 4 xcdW XL(Q) dw, 
and 
(G-h = (1 - PI s, [I Q - n I xi.dQ) - (Q .n) x:,(4 x,.dQ) de,. 
Here ~i+,~ and xzli denote, respectively, the even- and odd-parity components 
of the function x&M), and n is the unit normal vector of r at the point r E r. 
A standard example of the above procedure is the spherical harmonics method 
[4]. Note that the same set of angular functions is normally used in each energy 
group. 
We comment that in angular synthesis JR is certainly densely defined in the 
space H, , for the subspace 
H,’ = (8, E HL,n / B,(r, SL) = 0, r E r} 
is also a subspace of D(L) and certainly dense in H,, . Then, use Eq. (3.13) to 
observe that Jn is densely defined. 
EXAMPLE 3: SPATIAL SYNTHESIS. The definition of HLsn is again given by 
Eq. (3.14), but now the ti,,‘s are known absolutely continuous functions of 
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spatial variables, whereas the angle-dependent x[,~‘s are arbitrary functions 
square integrable over w: 
Xi.kP) G(W), i = l,..., G, h = I,..., N. 
Analogously to Eq. (2.6) the approximate transport problem can be written 
for the ith energy group in terms of two coupled equations: 
Li(Q) Xi-(Q) + Tixi+(Q) $- BV,(Q) X,‘(Q) - pW;(Q) X,-(Q) = fi’(Q), 
and 
L,(Q) x,+(Q) + Tixi-(a) + (1 - PI Vi(Q) xi-P) 
-(I - p> Wj(Q) x,‘(Q) = f,-(Q), 
where the matrices are defined as 
(3.17) 
(I& = ~2 . j tXr) Vfi,dr) dR 
R 
and 
Vih = 1 49 S&9 &.dr) dR 
R 
(Vdkl = Jr I ~2 . n I L&9 &.dr) dr 
(W&l = s, ( Q * 4 Si.&9 5dr) dr 
(fi)k = 1 fdr, Q> &.&9 dR. 
R 
In this case J,, is clearly a bounded operator defined every where on HL,n . 
As in the finite-dimensional case, HLmn is a closed subspace of H; that is, 
K = HL.n . 
Numerical examples of the above three procedures are presented, e.g., in 
[14-161. 
3.2. Existence, Uniqueness, and Convergence of Approximate Solutions 
We consider first the reduced transport equation, Eq. (3.1) and its approximate 
solution. Later in this section, the results are applied to the original aquation. 
In establishing the solubility of Eq. (3.lO)the following theorem is fundamental. 
THEOREM 1. The inverses J;’ exist and are uniformly bounded on H: 
II J;’ II G Y-I, (3.18) 
with y referring to Eq. (2.5). 
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Proof. Replace 8, by & in Eq. (3.9) to obtain, as in the proof of Lemma 1, 
II JnvL II II A II 3 Re(Jnha Ad = WP,f, A) = Wf, 9,) (3.19) 
This shows that 
= Y(f, 44 = -w?l 9 97%) b II Al ll,“.B 2 Y II *n 112* 
II J&n II 3 Y II hz II, 
which is equivalent to Eq. (3.18). 
Theorem 1 implies that Eq. (3.10) cannot have more than one solution. It is 
important, however, to rule out the possibility that no solution exists, i.e., we 
should assure that Jn is onto H, . In view of Theorem 1, this is equivalent to 
requiring that X = 0 not be in the residual spectrum of J, and that Jn be a 
closed linear transformation [ 171. 
We now consider the existence of approximate solutions in view of the three 
examples presented in Section 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 1. In the finite-dimensional case there is no problem, since Jn 
is certainly closed and its residual spectrum is empty. Jn is therefore a one to one 
transformation of the space H, = HL,n onto itself, and Eq. (3.10) is uniquely 
soluble for all f E H. 
EXAMPLE 2. In angular synthesis an approximate solution does not always 
exist. As an example of such a situation, consider the special case where N = 1 
and 
x,.1(Q) = 1, i = I,..., G 
in Eq. (3.14). That is, H,,, consists of functions depending on the spatial 
variables only. In this case U,,, = H,,, and V,,, = (0). It is not difficult to 
show that Eq. (3.9) cannot be satisfied for all B,(r) E H,,, unless #n satisfies 
the relations 
and 
where 
A09 = wLz(~), rER, 
PAW = 09 r E r, 
g,(r) = P,f (r, a) = d s f (r, a) dw. 
w 
It is clear that (bn is an element of HLsn only if arbitrary restrictions are imposed 
on f. Hence an approximate solution does not always exist. It should be noted, 
however, that there are other definitions of the spaces H,., that lead to uniquely 
soluble space-angle synthesis equations, at least for either of the values /3 = 0 
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or /3 = 1 [18]. Note the special character of these values of /3 in Eqs. (3.16): 
Either of the two boundary conditions then disappears. 
EXAMPLE 3. In this case it is observed from Eq. (3.17) that Jn has essentially 
the properties of finite-dimensional operators. A unique approsimate solution 
therefore exists for all f E H. 
The above examples indicate that the solubility of Eq. (3.10) is essentially a 
matter of the structure of HL,n . ?Ve do not pursue this question any further, 
but rather assume that the spaces HL,n are properly defined so that an approxi- 
mate solution always exists. As noted above, this condition is certainly satisfied 
in the finite-dimensional case and in spatial synthesis. The violation of the 
condition would, of course, make the approximation procedure practicallv 
useless. 
In order to assure the convergence of the approximate solutions, certain 
requirements of completeness should generally be imposed on the sequence 
{HL,n}. In the present case we assume that the sequence {Ht.,) is ultimately 
dense (or projectionally complete) in HL , that is, 
!/(I - PL.n)$ IIL -+ 0 (n+ a) (3.20) 
for each # E HL . Here I is the identity operator and PL,, is the orthogonal 
projection onto HL,n introduced in Eq. (3.12). 
The following theorem shows that the above condition is sufficient for 
convergence. 
THEOREM 2. The sequence {J;‘P,} of operators is strongly convergent to J-1 
on the space H. The pointwise error can be estimated as 
ll(Jn%z - J-lMlv.s < C IW - PL.~) JWr , (3.21) 
where C is a constant independent of n and f. 
Proof. It is readily verified, by merely using Eqs. (3.9) and (3.7) and the 
additivity of the functionals X and Yin both arguments, that-~X(# - #, , # - 0,) 
is independent of en if 8, E H,,, . In particular, 
for all 0,, f HLen . The left-hand side is bounded from below as 
X(4 - YL 9 * - $?I) 3 II * - Al IIL (3.23) 
and the right-hand side from above as 
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where C is a constant. A detailed verification of Eq. (3.24) can be found in [3]. 
Combine Eqs. (3.22) through (3.24) to obtain 
Write + = J-lf and & = J;’ Pnf an c d h oose Bn = PL,& to obtain Eq. (3.21). 
The constant C can be estimated as [3] 
C = [(l/y)(l + II Tll)" + W". 
Equations (3.20) and (3.21) establish the strong convergence of J;‘P,, to J-l 
in H: 
ll(J3n - T’)f II - 0 (n+ a) 
for all f E H. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now return to consider the original transport equation, Eq. (2.1), and 
its approximate solution. First, since J-l exists and is defined everywhere on H, 
we can transform Eq. (2.1) into an equation of the second kind: 
(I - S)# = Wf, (3.25) 
with S = J-lK and W = J-1. Recall that S is a compact operator and that 
Eq. (2.1) was assumed to be uniquely soluble for all f E H. The inverse (I - S)-l 
therefore exists as a bounded operator defined everywhere on H. 
The approximate form of Eq. (2.1) is defined simply by replacing T by 
T - K in Eq. (3.9). The operator equation corresponding to Eq. (3.10) is 
then written as 
(Jn - PnW, = Pnft (3.26) 
and the approximate form of Eq. (3.25) becomes 
(I - Qlb = wnf, (3.27) 
where S, = J;’ P,,K and W,, = J;*Pn . 
Theorem 1 establishes a relation between the exact and the approximate 
equation: 
and 
(I Snf- Sfll -+a (3.28) 
for each f E H. 
II Wnf- Wfll--0 (3.29) 
Our main concern is with the solubility of Eq. (3.26) and with the relation 
between the exact and approximate solutions. First, the solubility of Eq. (3.26) 
is guaranteed if one can show that I - S, in Eq. (3.27) transforms the space H 
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one to one onto itself. The inverses (I - S,)-l then exist for each n and, being 
defined on the whole space, are bounded operators by the closed graph theorem. 
Under the more stringent assumption that these inverses are uniformly bounded 
in 11, the convergence of the method follows. To see this, apply Eqs. (3.28) 
and (3.29) and the estimate ]/(I - S&l )I < M to the identity 
(lr - 4, = (I - &-l [(S - S,)lb + (W - ~f/,Jfl. (3.30) 
So far we have established that the sequence {S,} of operators is strongly 
convergent to S. As is well known (cf. [19]), such a relation between S, and S 
does not generally imply the existence of (I - S&l for any n. However a 
verification of stronger convergence relations for the present situation seems to 
require some assumptions on the structure of the spaces HLmn that have not been 
made so far. We therefore give only a sufficient abstract condition that yields 
the desired result. This condition can then be used as a check for convergence 
of a given approximation procedure. 
The following lemma is essential for the further development: 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be bounded operators on H. Suppose that (I - A)-’ 
exists as a bounded operator deJined on the whole space. If, for some k = 0, 1,2,..., 
II@ - BPk II d l/(lV - A)-’ I!, (3.31) 
then (I - B)-l exists as a bounded operator. 
Proof. Use the identity 
[I--A-B) (I+B+B2+*..+Bk--l)] (I--)=I-A+(A-B)@ 
and operate with (I - A)-l to obtain 
(I--)-l 
k-l 
1 B” (I-B)=I+(I-A)-l(A-B)Bk:. 
i=O I 
By Eq. (3.31) the operator on the right has a bounded inverse defined on the 
whole space. Therefore, we have the identity 
k--l 
[I + (I - A)-l (A - B)Bk]-’ (I - A)-l Bi (I - B) = I, 
i=O 1 
which shows that I - B has a bounded (left) inverse 
k-l 
(I - B)-1 = [I + (I - A)-l (A - B)Br-’ (I - A)-’ I - (A - B) C Bf , 
i-0 1 
(3.32) 
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,,(I _ B)-l ,, < IV - 4-l II (1 + II A - B II Ck-i II B lli) 
1 - IV - 4-l II IIV - WKl/ . 
(3.33) 
Note that for k = 0 the above lemma is a simple consequence of Banach’s 
theorem [20]. The more general case was first discussed by Anselone and 
Moore [21]. We note further that if B is compact, then Eq. (3.32) defines 
(I - B)-l on the whole space. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 the following result is obtained. 
COROLLARY. Suppose each S, in Eq. (3.27) is compact and the sequence 
{(S - S,)S,k} converges for some k = 0, 1, 2,..., unif0rmly to zero: 
MS - US?ak II -+ 0 (n + co). (3.34) 
Then Eq. (3.26) has, for suJ%iently large n, a unique solution 4, E H,,, , and the 
asymptotic error can be evaluated as 
II * - #n II < c NV - PL.fJ w Ilt + IV - PL.?J VIILI. (3.35) 
Proof. Replace A by S and B by S, in Lemma 2. Equation (3.34) implies 
that, for sufficiently large n, Eq. (3.31) is satisfied. By Eq. (3.33), the inverses 
(I - S&)-l then exist as uniformly bounded operators defined on the whole 
space. Then apply Theorem 2 and Eq. (3.30) to obtain Eq. (3.35). By Eq. (3.20) 
the asymptotic error tends to zero as 7t + co. 
Note that the assumption on the compactness of S, was required only to 
assure that I - S, is onto H. A weaker error bound for convergence can be 
obtained by assuming that (I - S&r, once it exists, is defined everywhere 
on HL.% . Then Eq. (3.26) still has a unique solution for allfg H ,but Eq. (3.30) 
is no more valid since # is generally not a member of HLsn . One can, however, 
conclude the convergence from the identity 
(I - S)(# - YL> = Wf - (I- &a> h + (S - &M, 
= Wf - W,f + (S - ws,*, + Wvzf) 
k-l 
= (W - W*)f + c (8 - S,) $2iwnf + (S - S,) &.lk*, * 
60 
Write I,& = z,& - 4 + # and operate with (I - S)-l to obtain 
P + (I - SFl (S - &b%kl (4 - (Cln) 
= (I - S)-1 [(W - W,) + kg (S - S,) saw.] f 
60 
+ (I - S)-ys - S,)S,k$ii 
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By Eq. (3.34) the operator on the left has, for n > no, an inverse defined on 
the whole space and bounded uniformly in n. Since the operators on the right 
are strongly convergent to zero, the convergence of #, follows: 
I 
ll1cI-All-- (n -+ co). 
One could also evaluate the asymptotic error in terms of the projection operators 
P L.92 1 as in Eq. (3.35). The above conclusions are similar to those made in PI] 
forthecase W= W,=Iandk= 1. 
Next, consider the eigenvalue problem, Eq. (2.2), and the corresponding 
approximate equation 
(Jn - PnOA, = U’n Wn . (3.36) 
Assuming that all the necessary inverses exist, we can transform Eqs. (2.2) 
and (3.36) into the standard forms 
and 
(-3 = 7$ (3.37) 
G&n = WA 7 (3.38) 
where G = (I - S)-IJ-lF, G,, = (I - S,)-1J-lP,F, 7 = l/A, and 7n = I/& . 
Since G is a compact operator, all of its nonzero eigenvalues are isolated. For 
physical reasons, we limit our attention to 7,) the largest in absolute value of 
the eigenvalues of G. We may assume that 7s is real, positive, and simple and that 
there exists no other eigenvalue on the circle j z / = 7, of the complex plane 
[6, 7, 131. 
Analogously to Eq. (3.34), we make the assumption that 
ll(G - GdGnk II -+ 0 (n+ m> 
for some k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
(3.39) 
LEMMA 3. Let each S, and J-lP,F be compact and Eqs. (3.34) and (3.39) be 
satisfied for some k = 0, 1, 2 ,,.. . Let 7n,o be the largest (in absolute value) of the 
e&envalues of Eq. (3.37). Then 
I 7n.o -70 l-0 (n -+ co). (3.40) 
Proof. The above result is obtained by applying the results of Chatelin [19]. 
First, under the assumptions made, each G, (if it exists) is compact. Equation 
(3.39) implies that the operators G, satisfy the condition of stability [19]: 
If 7 E p(G), the resolvent set of G, then, for sufficiently large n, 7 E p(G,,) and the 
inverses (7 - G&l are uniformly bounded. Moreover, there exists a sequence 
of approximate eigenvalues converging to 7 if and only if 7 is an eigenvalue of G. 
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The proof now follows easily since, by the assumptions made, Q can be isolated 
from the rest of the spectrum of G by a circle centered at the origin of the 
complex plane. 
On the assumptions of Lemma 4, the following can be ;aid on the convergence 
of eigen-elements. For a proof, see Chatelin [19]. 
LEMMA 4. Let A = {z 1 1 z - Q, 1 = r be a circle isolating the ez&nvaZue q,, 
and X,, be the invariant subspace associated with all the kgenvalues of G,, inside A. 
Then there exists a sequence {e,}, 8, E X,, , such that 
l4l-hll~--o (n + mo>, (3.41) 
where & is the normalized eigen-element of G associated with the eigenvalue Q, . 
So far we have based the discussion of Eqs. (3.26) and (3.36) on the assumptions 
of uniform convergence, Eqs. (3.34) and (3.39), which may not be true in 
general. In the inhomogeneous case, one can prove the convergence without 
such assumptions provided certain restrictive conditions are imposed on the 
operator K. Either of the following two conditions is frequently satisfied in 
physical applications [3]. 
(4 gEl;l$,,=l RW - KM, 9) = YK > 0, 
(B) K is a triangular operator matrix and 
inf 
ddf.II~II=l 
((T - &$,4 ) = YK > 0, 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
where KD is the diagonal of K. 
In case (B), K may be either upper or lower diagonal. The lower-diagonal 
case refers to the common physical situation where particles can only lose energy 
in collisions. An upper-diagonal matrix then occurs in adjoint calculations. 
For the stability and convergence of approximate solutions to Eq. (2.1) 
under the above assumptions we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that either condition (A) or condition (B) is satisfied 
and that there exists a solution & E HL,n to Eq. (3.26). Then we have the evalua- 
tions 
II *n IIVK.B G c Ilf II (3.44) 
and 
Proof. The proof of Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) is given essentially in [3]. In 
case (A), the proof can be obtained simply from Theorems 1 and 2 since J, can 
now be replaced by Jn - P,K. In case (B), one utilizes the fact that either the 
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first or the last of the one-group equations contained in Eq. (3.26) does not 
contain group-coupling terms. See [3] for details. 
Equation (3.44) implies that the approximate solution, if it exists, is unique. 
The existence is quaranteed at least in finite-dimensional approximations, in 
spatial synthesis and in general if J;lP,K is a compact operator on 2%. 
Note that assumptions(A)and(B)quarantee the convergence of approximations 
for Eq. (2.1) only. In the eigenvalue problem one still requires the assumption 
(3.39) for Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41) to be valid. 
4. SYMMETRIC APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section we base the approximation procedures on Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9). 
-4gain we first consider the reduced problem 
Eu =f, (4.1) 
where f E C’ and the operator E is defined as 
Eu = (-L(T - K-)-l L + T)u, u E L)(E). (4.2) 
Note that L should be understood here as a symbol for a rule of transformation, 
defined by Eq. (2.3), rather than as an operator. The domain D(E) is chosen 
to consist of functions u E U obeying certain continuity conditions (see [5]) and 
satisfying Eq. (2.9) as a boundary condition. We comment that D(E) is a dense 
subspace of the Hilbert space U, . 
To define approximations of E, let {UL,,) be a sequence of closed subspaces 
of tr, . Let Cm stand for the closure of U,,, in the metrics of H, Q,, for an 
orthogonal projection onto U, , and QL,n for a projection onto Ut,, , orthogonal 
in the metrics of U, . The requirement of projectional completeness cor- 
responding to Eq. (3.20) is now stated as 
for all 24 E U, . 
ll(l - QL.n)U IIL - 0 (n-, m,) (4.3) 
Let the functionals X and Y be defined as 
and 
-7i(u, 5) = Re(((T - K-)-l Lu, L[) + (Tu, [) + Qu, t‘:,), 
where u, E E U, and f E U. The approximation of the operator E in the subspace 
C-L., is now defined as follows: 
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DEFINITION. If for some u, E U,,, andfg U the relation 
w42 > &a> = w &a,) (4.4) 
is satisfied for all 8, E U,., , then u, is in the domain of an operator E, , with 
Enu, =Qnf- (4.5) 
U, is called the approximate solution of Eq. (4.1) in U,,, . 
E, is certainly a well-defined linear operator. In finite-dimensional approxi- 
mations and in spatial synthesis, En is readily shown to be defined everywhere 
on u,, whereas in angular synthesis the domain of E, is a dense subspace 
of U, . Note also that in the one-group case, both E and En are self-adjoint 
operators [5]: For a finite-dimensional HLen , Eq. (4.4) then defines the standard 
Ritz procedure [ 1 I]. 
The practicability of symmetric approximations generally depends on how 
easily the inverse (T - K-)-l can be obtained. The most favorable situation 
is certainly the case of isotropic scattering, since then K- = 0. The convergence 
of finite-dimensional approximations in this situation has been discussed 
previously [3]. Here we take a more general approach, noting that in practice 
one frequently operates with triangular scattering matrices, in which case the 
inverse of T - K- can also be obtained relatively easily. The assumption to 
be made is analogous to condition (B) introduced in Section 3.2. It is defined 
as follows: 
(B’) Assume that K is a triangular operator matrix and that the inequality 
(CT - W-L&, ~9 2 YKOA~) (4.6) 
holds for the diagonal of K- and for all # E H, with yK > 0. 
Note that the above assumption also contains the isotropic-scattering case. 
It has a physical background in neutron transport theory, where scattering is 
most prominently anisotropic in the fast energy region. T - K is then a 
lower-diagonal operator matrix, since neutrons can only lose energy in fast 
collisions. 
We now proceed to establish inequalities corresponding to Eqs. (3.18) 
and (3.21). As will be seen, the symmetric formalism allows these inequalities 
to be strenghtened. Moreover, the existence of approximate solutions is always 
guaranteed. 
THEOREM 4. The inverses E$ exist as uniformly bounded operators de$ned 
everywhere on U, , with the inequality 
II -5’f III. < C Ilf II (4.7) 
holding for all f E U, . Here C is a constant independent of n and f. 
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Proof. We first split Eq. (4.4) into a series of one-group equations. For 
this write the space H into the form of a G-fold Cartesian product: 
H=hxh x . ..h. 
where h stands for the space of L,(&w)-functions, corresponding to the one- 
group case. We use the symbols sL and s~,~ , respectively, in the similar de- 
compositions of the spaces U, and U,., . Finally, the symbols /I /lx: and // lIL,p 
are used for the norms of h and s, , respectively, in the kth energy group. 
Assume that K- is a lower-triangular operator matrix (the upper-diagonal 
case is handled by inverting the group indices), and let u, = [$r , +a ,..., &]r 
be a solution to Eq. (4.5). Then, choosing 6, = [E, , 0 ,..., O]r, where [r E sL.,! 
is arbitrary, we can write Eq. (4.4) as 
where 
Re -GA , 5,) = Re Y&% (4.8) 
Applying Eq. (4.6) we get the following estimates for A,(+, , 4r): 
+ II Tll III II $1 IIT + +A>* < c2 II $1 ll2L.I > (4.9) 
where C, and C, are positive constants. Equation (4.9) allows us to introduce 
a new inner product defined as 
in the Hilbert space sL . Since, by Eq. (4.9), the norms /I liA,r and /I llL,r are 
equivalent, the new Hilbert space sA can be identified with s, . 
The existence of a unique solution $r E sL, n to Eq. (4.8) can now be deduced. 
s,,, is a closed subspace of sL and therefore is itself a Hilbert space, and Yr([,) 
is a bounded linear functional in s, . Then apply the Riesz theorem (see [I 11) to 
show that there exists a unique +r E sLSn satisfying Eq. (4.8) for all t1 E sLVlz .
Replace 5, by $r in Eq. (4.8) and use Eq. (4.9) to obtain 
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Next consider the second energy group. Choose 5, 
Eq. (4.8) with tz ES~,~, to obtain 
where 
Re A2(42 , 5,) = Re Y2(t2), 
(4.10) 
(0, t2 , CA..., 0) in 
(4.11) 
Since Y,(ts) is again a bounded linear functional in s, , the existence and unique- 
ness of a solution to Eq. (4.11) can be deduced by similar reasoning as for the 
first energy group. Replacing Es by +a in Eq. (4.11) and applying Eq. (4.6) we 
easily get the estimate 
II $2 llL.2 < c, llfl III + CL? llfi II2 * (4.12) 
The proof of the theorem can now be completed by induction. We can thus 
conclude that Eq. (4.5) has, for each f E U, a unique solution u, E U,., ; that is, 
Eil exists and is defined everywhere on U, . Moreover, generalizing Eqs. (4.10) 
and (4.12) we obtain for the Kth energy group: 
II 4k IILk G i ci llfi Iii > k = l,..., G, 
i=l 
whence it follows that 
which is equivalent to Eq. (4.7). 
The following theorem pertains to the convergence of approximate solutions. 
THEOREM 5. The operators E;‘Qn are strongly convergent to E-l on H. 
The error can be evaluated as 
IIK’Q, - E-‘If IL G C INI - Qr.n) E-lfll, . (4.13) 
Proof. Combine the techniques of the proofs of Theorems 2 and 4. We 
omit the details. 
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Equations (4.3) and (4.13) indicate that the approximate solution converges 
to the exact one in the metrics of H, . Thus, the convergence is faster than in 
nonsymmetric approximations. 
Next consider the original equation, Eq. (2.8), and its approximate form: 
(En - QnK+>un = QJ (4.14) 
The equations of the second kind corresponding to Eqs. (2.8) and (4.14) are 
written as 
and 
(I - M)u = Of, (4.15) 
(I - wJ% = o,“f, (4.16) 
respectively, with M = E-lK+ , 0 = E-l, M,, = E;lQ,K+ , and 0, = EL’Q,~ . 
In view of Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) it is sufficient to consider M and M, as 
operators defined on the space U, only. Indeed, the strong convergence of the 
sequence {M,,} established by Theorem 4 can be strengthened to uniform 
convergence on this space. To show this, we first need the following result: 
LEMMA 5. M is compact in U, . 
Proof. Let (m> be a bounded sequence of U, and consider the sequence 
{x.n> = {MY& S ince M is in any case compact in U (see Section 2) we may 
assume without loss of generality that {zn} is convergent in the metrics of G’. 
Now consider group by group the relation 
Ex, =fn = K+y,, 
following the same strategy as in the proof of Theorem 4. For the first energy 
group we then obtain the evaluation: 
Replace x,.~ by x,,,~ - x,,~ andf,,, bfn,l -fn,.l to obtain 
This shows that (~~,r} is a Cauchy sequence in the space sL . 
Using the above resuIt in the second energy group we contend that {x~,?} 
is also a Cauchy sequence in s, , and so forth by induction. We have thus 
extracted from the original sequence (My,) a subsequence that converges in lJ, . 
By definition, M is then compact in 17, . 
409/60/1-v 
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LEMMA 6. The sequence {M,) of operators converges to M un;formly in U, : 
II M, - WI,+0 (n -+ 03). (4.17) 
Proof. First, it follows from assumption (4.3) and from Lemma 5 that 
IU - QoJM IIL - 0 (n -+ co). 
But by Eq. (4.13) we have 
II M, - M IL < C IIV - Q~..rzPf 111. > 
which proves Eq. (4.17). 
Combining the above results we obtain the following convergence theorem 
for symmetric approximations. 
THEOREM 5. Equation (4.16) has, for suficiently large n, a unique solution. 
For the evaluation of the asymptotic error, we have 
II u - u, IIL. e C [IV - QL,,) Mu IIL + C IV - Qd Of L.3. (4.18) 
Proof. The assumed unique solubility of Eq. (4.15) for all f E U and the 
complete continuity of M imply that the inverse (I - M)-l is certainly defined 
everywhere on U, . Therefore (I - M)-1 is bounded when regarded as an 
operator on the space U, . Then, using the identity, 
I - M, = (I - M) [I + (I - M)-1 (M - M,)], 
we conclude that if 
II M - Mn 11~. G IIV - MI-1 IL’, 
the inverses (I - Mm)-’ exists as uniformly bounded operators defined every- 
where on U, . By Eq. (4.17), the existence and uniqueness of approximate 
solutions will then be guaranteed for sufficiently large n. The error evaluation 
(4.18) is obtained by applying Theorem 4 to an identity similar to Eq. (3.30). 
The uniform convergence and complete continuity established in Lemmas 5 
and 6 allow us to apply the standard operator approximation theory (cf. [20,22]) 
to the eigenvalue problem, Eq. (2.10). The standard forms of the exact and 
approximate eigenvalue problem are now stated respectively as 
and 
(I - E-lK+)-l E-1Fu = mu, (4.19) 
(I - E;lQ,K+)-’ E,lQ,,Fu, = q,,u, . (4.20) 
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We again limit our attention to the largest eigenvalue 7s . The convergence 
of eigenvalue and eigenfunction approximations follows from the observations 
that the exact operator appearing on the left of Eq. (4.19) is compact in CJ’, 
and that the approximate operators converge uniformly to the exact one in the 
metrics of U, . The error bounds of the convergence are given by the theorem 
below. The details of the proof can be found, e.g., in [22]. 
THEOREM 6. Let vn,o be the largest eigenvalue (in absolute oalue) of Eq. (4.20) 
and u,,~ the corresponding normalized characteristic element. Then we have the 
asymptotic evaluations of the error: 
and 
where u. is the normalized characteristic element of Eq. (4.19) associated with the 
eigenvalue v. , and PO is an orthogonal projection (in HL) onto the subspace spanned 
by u,, . 
We comment that under the assumption of isotropic scattering one gets a 
stronger estimate for the convergence of eigenvalucs [3]. 
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